
 

Who's talking? 

 

Linda Burnip from Disabled People Against Cuts (DPAC):   

 

We emerged, after the protest at the Tory Party Conference last year, without having planned to set 

ourselves up. We are a campaigning group against cuts which attack disabled people. We use all sorts 

of tactics ranging from trying to take legal action against the government to direct actions.  

 

Lani Parker from Islington Disabled People Against Cuts 

 

We are basically an Islington based off shoot of DPAC.  

 

Jim Cranshaw, Oxford Save Our Services 

 

We set up when the coalition government was elected. At the time in Oxfordshire it didn‟t seem that 

anyone was campaigning against cuts and also that people didn‟t seem to realize what effects the cuts 

would have. We thought they should be angrier and more mobilised. So we started by getting anti-cuts 

messages out though the media and through movement-building, petitioning and leafleting around our 

area. The message was that the cuts were unfair and unnecessary and that they would be harmful to 

people like us. We are a part of an alliance in Oxfordshire so between us we use tactics like protests, a 

lot of media stuff, direct action, the works.  

 

Jane Laporte, Haringey Housing Action Group 

 

We work with people who have particular housing problems. As part of Haringey Solidarity Group and 

also as the Housing Action Group we are involved in the local borough-wide alliance against the cuts. 

At the moment we are trying to pull together different groups across the borough: unions, for example 

PCS and Unison, or groups who work with homeless people to see how we can have a wider campaign 

about cuts to housing benefit and other welfare benefits. That is very much in its infancy. 

 

David Milner, Islington Poverty Action Group (part of London Coalition Against Poverty) 

 

We are part of LCAP. We set up about ten months ago, starting from a meeting organised by a couple of 

people from the Hackney group. We are a self-help group of people on benefits, and what we do is a 

mix of helping people and campaigning to try to get changes in the system. 

 

Ellie Schling, Hackney Housing Group (part of London Coalition Against Poverty) 

 

Hackney Housing Group was one of the first two groups in the London Coalition Against Poverty. We 

called ourselves a coalition before we were. Now we actually are a coalition and it‟s been an interesting 

process getting here! Hackney Housing Group is very similar to Haringey Housing Action Group, we 

have meetings twice a month. We come together to update each other on our personal situations and 

campaign as much as we can and form alliances with other organisations.  

 

Harry McGill, Welfare Action Hackney (part of London Coalition Against Poverty) 

 

We came together as a group just over two years ago as a result of bad treatment received by many 

people at the Job Centre in Hackney, which is where I joined up. A lot of the abuse that people were 



receiving there was pretty bad to say the least. A lot of people had been laid off for no reason, nothing 

to do with them, because they were considered surplus labour. They are bullied and treated unfairly for 

a pretty small amount of money, which is Job Seekers Allowance. To add insult to injury many people 

have had their money stopped for trifling matters and we have come to their assistance and defended 

them as much as we can. 

 

Pragna Patel, Southall Black Sisters 

 

We are in a slightly different position in the sense that we‟ve been going for years and years. We are a 

service, advisory and campaigning organisation and I suppose our strength is our advocacy and 

campaigning work, managing not to lose sight of campaigning while providing services for black 

minority women who are vulnerable due to gender related violence in the home. 

 

Helen Lowe, Women Against Fundamentalism  

 

Most of our activity the last few years has been trying to influence policy documents, consultation 

documents and so on and trying to influence legislation on equalities and so on. Although we keep an 

eye on campaigns that are going on, our particular interest is to look at what religious forces are nosing 

in on campaigns and so on and acquiring more power through legislation. Particularly we were 

concerned with the Equalities Bill and how it gave more power to religious organisations to identify 

themselves almost as an oppressed minority. We‟ve done a lot of theorising and some of us are quite 

itchy to get out there and do more campaigning.  

 

 

SUCCESS 

 

What have your successes been? 

 

Jim Cranshaw: I think our success, which I wouldn‟t ascribe just to us but to the movement in 

Oxfordshire, has been first of all mobilising a really large amount of people in a way that Oxfordshire 

just hasn‟t seen for probably thirty years. There have been a lot of protests and occupations and people 

getting mobilised.  

 

We suspect there will be a U-turn on the closure of 20 libraries in Oxfordshire, but we don't know to 

what extent yet. The money for making that U-turn came from central government; they just happened 

to find it as Cameron was put under a lot of public pressure in the national newspapers. I think it's 

instructive that you shouldn't get tricked into just focusing on the council because it's making the cuts, 

[you have to put pressure] on the people who have put the council in such a position that they have to 

make the cuts.  

 

We also have I think been very good at using the media. We‟ve tried to be very creative and open in the 

way that we organise so we try and get people to contribute in creative and interesting ways and I think 

that‟s attracted the media with lots of stunts and direct actions and things like that. We‟ve also been 

campaigning hard on the NHS, I don‟t know if there is going to be any policy remission there but 

we‟ve made our small contribution there.  

 

Linda Burnip: I think one of the important things for me is that we are pan-impairment and judging 

from the groups involved that seems to be working really well. I think it‟s really important that people 

with different impairments are not competing against each other like the charities do for resources and 



that we are all fighting together.  

 

Jane Laporte:  Our successes are that we‟ve managed to keep going, we‟ve all got quite a lot of other 

commitments. There are probably about twelve or fifteen kids between just a few of the members, so 

it‟s actually quite difficult trying to plan things in school holidays or at weekends. We‟ve had actions 

inside the housing office; one was trying to get a woman housed before the bailiffs were due to come 

round. We came inside with a banner and refused to leave until we got to speak to the person who could 

make the decision to get her housed. She got housed that day, even though we had been told 

categorically that wasn‟t going to happen. Often what we do is accompany people to interviews and 

help them feel empowered to stick to their guns and say “I am not going to accept this as a decision and 

this is what I want”.  

 

David Milner: In terms of successes, we managed to get someone‟s adviser changed: this is a person 

who is at a private company that has a contract for running the Flexible New Deal and the company 

were very opposed to acceding to their wishes to change the adviser. But we managed to get two other 

people to support him in the interview. We‟ve also organised a couple of protests against Atos 

Healthcare, a private company who do medical assessments for claimants on incapacity benefit.  

 

Ellie Schling: Hackney Housing Group offer each other advice from our own experiences and go down 

to the housing office in small groups and stick up for each other which is really effective. Many 

members joined our group when they were homeless and now have permanent council housing. We 

have a lot of success, but the people who are housed do tend to be owed a statutory duty from the 

council. We‟ve also got members who have been involved for a few years who don‟t have children, 

who are still struggling in very bad quality housing.  

 

Pragna Patel: Some of our most successful campaigns have led to changes in criminal justice law and 

practice in relation to women and experiences of domestic violence. So we‟ve had changes and reforms 

in criminal law, family law and immigration law which is the hardest to achieve given the current 

climate in respect of immigration and asylum seekers. Under the New Labour government the whole 

social cohesion agenda started to unravel. This kind of Big Society, Localism agenda I think was begun 

by Blair, and this privatisation and the way in which power is being devolved to local organisations 

who already have a lot of power and who will protect their own privileged interests was begun under 

Labour. We experienced it first hand when our local authority tried to shut us down and one of our 

biggest successes recently was to try and survive given the really aggressive local cohesion and post-

equality agenda that the New Labour government was implementing. 

 

GETTING PEOPLE INVOLVED 

 

Why do you think people become involved in your organisation; what are you doing right? 

 

Jim Cranshaw: What I think we are good at is not being controlling in the way we organise and being 

very open and participatory. I think that‟s why we have a large amount of activists who are involved 

and manage to address broad parts of the cuts. We don‟t try and control what people want to do, we try 

to find out how people want to campaign and what they want to campaign on and then support and 

empower them to do that. The second thing we do that I think is quite unusual is a lot of training for 

other groups, what we are trying to do all the time is create more activists. What we‟ve done at the 

moment is train a lot of young people in youth centres that are getting closed down across Oxfordshire 

and now they are out there doing direct actions, doing media stunts, we just support them in doing that. 

We are not trying to do everything ourselves but trying to increase the overall size of the movement.  



 

Can you tell us more about how you involve people? 

 

Jane Laporte: We leaflet outside the local customer service centre or job centre with a simple leaflet 

saying when we meet. We get people through that who have got housing problems, either from private 

landlords, or people housed by the council, or other problems, like not being able to bid for housing. 

We‟ve had a few key people who‟ve got involved and they‟ve spread the word to friends of theirs and 

they leave leaflets at children‟s centres where they take their kids and leave leaflets at schools. We get 

more people that way than people coming from leaflets at the housing office. 

 

Jim Cranshaw: We try and make our meetings really accessible and focused on new people, so say if 

there is a new person they get a disproportionate amount of attention from the people who have been 

there and work out what they are wanting out of the experience. Apparently people come to meetings 

for a lot of reasons that aren‟t political in a lot of cases but they will become activists if you can work 

out what their social needs are. We also try to involve people in meetings, using go-rounds, methods 

that are used in consensus based decision making but without using consensus based decision making 

because we also find that that can be very cult-like. We are not waving our hands about all the time but 

we are trying to be really participatory. So that‟s how we do the meetings.  

 

Also I think one of the reasons why so many people have got involved, apart from just the political 

situation and the fact that people are angry is that people seem to want to do certain things, like some 

people want to make videos for example, or some people just want to write blogs. We just try and get 

people to do whatever they want to do, because it‟s better to have some activity than none. That makes 

us less able to be strategic about where we focus our activity but at the same time we do have more 

capacity, so that‟s the trade-off.  

 

Harry McGill: I would just like to concur with what he says there. I think when people come to our 

meetings for the first time they really become the star of that day. I think it is very important that they 

are embraced and made to feel completely comfortable and part of the group, encouraged of course to 

come back and take a part in the group. 

 

Pragna Patel: How do you make them stars of the day? How do you do that without embarrassing 

someone? 

 

Harry McGill: Well we focus on them. 

 

Pragna Patel: What does that mean? 

 

Harry McGill: We listen to them, we listen to what they are doing, we make sure nobody is interrupting 

and we do what we are supposed to be doing: show interest, show support and encourage them to open 

up. I suppose we smile a lot and look friendly, which always helps doesn‟t it? Maybe even crack a joke 

or two in spite of everything. Be warm and embracing. 

 

Linda Burnip: I think it‟s really important. I know a long time ago when I was a shop steward and I was 

trying to get people to go to branch meetings what people said was “Well, we don‟t actually like 

walking in the room by ourselves because we don‟t know if we are going to know anyone”. So we used 

to arrange beforehand and all go together. Anything you can do that makes people more comfortable is 

really important. 

 



Lani Parker: Thinking about how you do it without making people embarrassed, one of the things you 

can do is to model that thing of everyone has a turn, everyone is listened to, so it‟s not only you, it‟s not 

“Oh! You‟ve come to this meeting, amazing!” but it really is a part of the culture, it's embedded in the 

way that you do things. I always feel inspired if I go to a meeting where that happens. 

 

Jane Laporte: I think for groups whose reason for being is to deal with people‟s individual issues and 

build wider campaigns around them it is quite easy to focus on new people. The main reason people 

come to the group is because they have a particular housing problem and they will be quite desperate to 

get it off their chest. If they‟ve bothered to come to the meeting then it‟s because they really need some 

help on it. I think it‟s harder to be inclusive when you‟re having a meeting which is less about 

particular cases and about trying to build some kind of strategy or looking at things in an abstract sense. 

 

How do you meet that challenge? How do you balance democratic participation, which can be time 

consuming, with the need to make quick decisions? 

 

Harry McGill: I think the idea of being inclusive and embracing is done on a more general level, not at 

policy driven meetings where it's “Let's get the job done”. I think our structure seems to be quite good 

in that respect. Our meeting is a drop-in at a café, where you can have a cup of coffee, have a chat, 

listen to what people are saying; but we are not pushing big ideas, we are just making connections with 

people. We also have policy meetings which are where we will be pushing things ahead.   

 

Pragna Patel: What we find is that when you have very vulnerable people and you are trying to 

involve them in wider issues, aside from their own individual situation that can be difficult because 

they are caught up so much in their own problems and survival issues. At the same time being user-led 

is very important for us. We do that by trying to set up support groups which are more casual, more 

about discussing issues at a pace that is much slower and more accessible than in policy or 

management meetings.  

 

Linda Burnip: I think there is a problem all of us have; limited time and limited resources. I think really 

the more that you can get people involved and the more they understand then the more of you there are 

to do the work. I see it as really useful, empowering people and getting them to have more say. 

 

We organise totally differently to everyone else here because we are national and scattered all around 

the country. Also I suppose because a lot of disabled people are isolated and confined because they 

haven‟t got the right support to get out from their homes so we very much use social networking. If we 

want to know what people think about something we message all our Facebook members and put 

something on our website and they all send back messages and then we sort of work from those 

responses we get.   

 

SUPPORTING INDIVIDUALS 

 

Some of the groups here help individuals with their problems. How do you do this? 

 

Harry McGill: Initially as a group we were doing what we call „casework‟, such as helping people who 

have had their money stopped, which is an incredibly important thing to do. We noticed that some 

people who might not have the best English were being targeted or people who had learning 

difficulties. Certainly many of the professional people who were laid off didn‟t seem to have as many 

problems. As a result of that our group grew gradually. One of the things we did as regards to a change 

in how we operated is that rather than just being a group that would do casework, we have become 



more political and prepared to take on larger issues like for example the welfare reforms that are taking 

place.  

 

Casework can take an awful lot of time. It‟s absolutely essential that it gets done. But a lot of the people 

that were being helped maybe didn‟t understand who we were. Maybe they thought we were being paid 

for doing this job. In any case not everyone wants to join groups. Most people just want their problem 

solved. What we were finding was that after people had their problem solved they were gone and didn‟t 

contribute to the group. So we thought that for the survival of the group and to think about growing and 

developing the group we thought it would be better to work with people who were prepared to take part 

in the group, and contribute. So as a result of that we have done less casework, which could take up 

days and days of our time and we are now working with people, and helping people, who are taking an 

active part of our group. We find it is better. It allows us to take more political directions rather than be 

tied down at this level of working with individual cases. 

 

Helen Lowe: Do you not still have individuals coming to you for help and how do you deal with it then 

if they don‟t fit into wanting to join the group? 

 

Harry McGill: Good question. It‟s a balancing act really. We have to try and offer advice in the meeting 

as to what they should do and where they can go and at the same time inform them that we work as a 

group, mutually and give them information that is useful for them, but not trail after them through the 

city to solve it, going to unemployment offices, housing offices, lawyers and on and on and on. What 

we would do is the person would come back to the group the following week and we would offer more 

advice and we would kind of do it that way. The person would find that if they were taking a part in the 

group then they would get more help.  

 

Pragna Patel:  That just wouldn‟t work with us because we are dealing with people who are incredibly 

invisible and vulnerable. They would not be able to get the services unless we provide advocacy and 

advice services. Already sign-posting is becoming more and more difficult actually, if you are a front 

line organisation, because the others are also closing and that becomes a difficult obstacle. I agree with 

you in the sense there has always been that tension between providing services and campaigning. If you 

manage to keep your feet on the ground you can do it better then some others do, for whom providing 

services is only a career issue. 

 

Harry McGill: Like you say its not an either or, and if our group was a lot bigger we probably would be 

doing quite a bit more casework than we can in the time we have. 

 

Is there a shift in some of your groups from „casework‟ to mutual support?  

 

Ellie Schling: Yes, now we work in groups and support each other within the groups. The groups are 

based on principles of mutual help, and although we are supporting each other on our individual cases 

we don‟t call it casework. There is generally a mixture of people within the groups, I think that‟s one of 

our strengths: we have a mixture of experiences and needs which means we are better able to support 

each other.  

 

Lani Parker: One of the strengths about Islington Poverty Action Group is that we really are focused 

on finding out what our rights are together. It is a different relationship. We are not caseworkers and 

clients. We are not a front line service in that sense. We have a lot more space to build in that way, 

rather then going for funding the way services do. 

 



 

NOTHING ABOUT US WITHOUT US  

 

Why do Disabled People Against Cuts organise as disabled people? 

 

Linda Burnip: It is really important for us that we organise as disabled people because historically 

disabled people have been viewed as dependant, charitable cases. The government and councils tend to 

ignore disabled people and their views and speak to the charities who speak for us, who are not always 

saying what we would want them to say. So for us part of setting up DPAC was that we would be 

campaigning as disabled people for ourselves and not being spoken for by other organisations. 

Particularly we have problems with a number of the charities who actually make a lot of money out of 

disabled people and more or less treat us as commodities.  

 

What would be different if you were organising as part of a broader alliance with the disability 

charities? Would there be problems that you would encounter? 

 

Linda Burnip: For instance, there is a major problem around the workfare programs and the disability 

works program. On the one hand you‟ve got nine of the major [disability] charities saying they are 

campaigning against welfare reform and on the other they are bidding for £678 million to get disabled 

people into work because apparently they have the experience to do it and they can do it well. I think 

it‟s a conflict of interest and I don‟t think you can do both 

 

Why do you as Women Against Fundamentalism organise as women? 

 

Helen Lowe: It feels like the arguments are lost in the mist of time! It comes from being involved in 

mixed organisations and feeling that the left-wing political organisations didn‟t take woman's issues 

seriously. So we separated ourselves and organised autonomously. It is really important to keep these 

arguments alive and explain to young women why it is necessary to do that. Young women come in 

with their own reasons for wanting to organise autonomously. I think there is something of a rebirth of 

the feminist movement among young women now. It is so important there is a voice that can speak out 

clearly on behalf of women, even when it engages with other issues which affect men and women. I 

think it is also important for lesbian and gay groups to be doing the same thing. 

 

Pragna Patel: For black minority women autonomy is not separation actually. Autonomy is a space 

you need because you are invisibilised by everyone else and you need that space because that helps you 

to come together and to articulate what your needs are. For us it also means placing ourselves in wider 

progressive movements. It‟s not just about separating ourselves off completely. But autonomy is as 

necessary as it ever was because I think that otherwise certain voices just completely get drowned out.  

 

That‟s what is interesting about the Big Society and the cohesion agendas. It assumed that there is a 

level playing field now and there isn‟t. One of the things we were told when we lost our funding was 

that “We don‟t need specialist organizations anymore. It has all been mainstreamed; we can do it all. A 

mainstream generic organization can meet the needs of all women as well as meet the needs of black 

minority women”. So the assumption is that we are living in a post racist, feminist, classless society 

now! In fact we were told that we were in breach of the Race Relations Act because we were organising 

as black women and that therefore we were separating ourselves and we were being discriminatory to 

other women. So it was turning concepts that we have used to understand situations, to understand 

powerlessness on their heads. The majority is suddenly the minority and it acts like a besieged 

minority, as if everyone else is getting privileged positions in society, whether it‟s disabled people or 



black people or some other vulnerable group. It‟s that that is really scary I think. So I think autonomous 

spaces, the need to organize as women, or as disabled people or as lesbians and gays or as black 

women is just as great as ever because we haven‟t dealt with the structural inequalities. 

 

For those who organise in broad groups, how do you deal with unequal power, for instance between 

women and men or people of different backgrounds? 

 

Jim Cranshaw: There is a tendency for people to be middle class, white, although that might be 

because we live in Oxford! In terms of meetings we rotate facilitation, we have working groups, we 

rotate as many roles as we can, so its just simple stuff but I am not sure we‟ve got the balance right yet 

so I would be happy to learn from others. 

 

David Milner: There is no getting away from the fact that individuals do have authority but they have 

authority by virtue of their knowledge, their experience, their intelligence, the empathy that they have 

with other people. There is a difference between that authority and the authority which is imposed in 

some kind of hierarchical structure. One way to get around that within a group is to rotate roles in some 

way, to have meetings where you don‟t have fixed roles but the group decides on who is doing what 

within the meeting. Decisions are made, not necessarily by voting because there are no guarantees that 

most people will be right, but by some kind of consensus so that everyone‟s views are heard and 

listened to. And go-rounds obviously are one means of doing that. Even in a go-round you can have one 

person who speaks for two seconds and someone else who hogs the meeting for ten minutes, so you 

need some flexibility in your structure. 

 

  

ALLIANCES 

 

What opportunities are there for alliance building within the anti cuts movement?  

 

Pragna Patel: I think one of the concerns that I have is there are so many disparate groups set up 

everywhere, whether its Arts against Cuts, Women against Cuts, or local anti-cuts alliances. Maybe we 

need a thousand flowers to bloom, which is great, because it‟s about localism at its best. But how do 

you bring all this together under some kind of progressive agenda which then has a momentum which 

perhaps is slightly lacking? Is that a challenge for us? 

 

Harry McGill: I totally agree with you. There are many groups and organisations around and many 

issues they are challenging. How do we bring all that together and do it justice? I think our group has 

concentrated on workfare and the Single Work Programme. We see this as a full on assault on 

unemployed people which has to be stopped. There is no fairness or even logic behind it except if we 

think in terms of making profits and driving poor people into poverty. We have to stand against this, so 

we have developed our own way of working and a pledge to boycott workfare which we are beginning 

to circulate widely up and down the country.  

 

Maybe, from people targeting their limited resources into particular areas we will have more informed 

people that will in the near future be able to unite with groups who are focusing on other areas, for 

instance the cuts to legal aid which mean that soon many people won‟t be able to have legal 

representation. It‟s early in the day to be thinking about coming together. But I think it will happen and 

it will be as a result of what we are all doing, which is to our particular leanings and interests and the 

areas we have been drawn into. I see our group doing more and focusing on our particular area. I think 

at some time in the future we will back up and be part of a larger movement that will have the force or 



the power to move things on in the future. 

 

Jim Cranshaw: We find that the breadth of the anti-cuts movement is really amazing and different. To 

go back to the issue of libraries, some of the groups who were protecting various libraries were initially 

very keen on Big Society solutions and in fact they came from rich areas and they could afford to get 

rich donors to fund a voluntary-run library and their politics came anywhere from Lib Dem to 

Conservative, UKIP was one, another one was SWP and Labour. I think it is going to be really broad 

politically and it‟s going to be really broad in the types of organising that people think are appropriate. I 

don‟t particularly want to be controlled in a Stalinist, top down way but at the same time people that are 

more hierarchical probably don‟t want to organise in the way I want to either. I think we have to be 

understanding of each other and try to respect people who organise in different ways which may be 

more or less liberatory. I am very keen on trying to keep this a broad movement where we compromise 

with each other. If you look at the forests there were a lot of people who cooperated with us who have 

really different politics, so I don‟t think we want to cut off our nose to spite our face. 

 

Is it possible for broad alliances to exclude some groups? Are there some alliances we don‟t want to 

make? 

 

Pragna Patel: Talking about alliances in the abstract does not make sense, it‟s got to be thought of in 

terms of what are you doing, what are the objectives, you‟ve come in the alliance to fight what? An anti 

cuts alliance is easier in a way. Even if you think about the TUC march, there were all sorts, everyone 

was on that march. That is a different kind of alliance to one where you are challenging something and 

the very people you are in alliance with are undermining that very thing. I think we are talking about 

very different situations, which is why it will be difficult to come to general conclusions.  

 

The situation regarding the politics of protests in Tower Hamlets was particularly challenging because 

what you had in effect were two right wing movements opposing each other and the question was: 

“Which one do you support?” You had the English Defence League (EDL), which was the external 

white fascist right wing, and the East London Mosque which is the internal Muslim right wing. The 

East London Mosque has people involved who are fundamentalist and who have been challenged for 

crimes against humanity during the Bangladeshi War of Independence and there has been a campaign 

over a long time to try and bring these people to account. What happened was that when the EDL 

decided to march through Tower Hamlets most of the Left wanted to defend the East London Mosque. 

In effect it was the East London Mosque defining anti racist politics, which was very difficult for 

secular women and other secularists because their brand of anti racism was very reactionary. Their aim 

was to defend our „Muslim‟ community but these were the same people who are defining what it is to 

be „Muslim‟. In this community women have faced death threats, they have been harassed and policed 

because they don‟t conform to certain standards. By lining up with the East London Mosque you are 

lining up with a particular kind of right-wing politics which undermines what you stand for. This is 

what I am saying, it is very difficult to talk about alliances in the abstract, but of course at another 

level, whether it is the campaign against the Iraq invasion or whether it‟s the anti-cuts movement, 

inevitably there are going to be times when all the groups coincide. That‟s alright because it is very 

short lived, and is not monopolising the whole of that agenda. 

 

Helen Lowe: I think it is a very interesting situation because to those of us with political experience or 

background the EDL is clearly a fascist organisation. Yet its public face is that it supports gay rights, 

women‟s rights, its has a Sikh section and a Jewish section so it seems to fly in the face of traditional 

images of the BNP and the National Front and indeed it is attracting a lot of gay people because they 

are being offered an organisation which supports gay rights in the face of fundamentalist Islam. So I 



think it‟s really important in these situations to assert that everybody is welcome and for instance if gay 

people want to join a coalition, if any community groups or religious groups want to join a coalition 

then they are welcome to do so but there are ground rules about mutual respect. This is so you don‟t 

have a situation where people feel threatened by people when they are supposed to be working together 

in an alliance with them.  

 

What about David Cameron‟s “community organisers” could they be allies? 

 

David Milner: I suspect a political agenda behind this idea of trained community organisers. Is it the 

social version of community police? Is it merely a sticking plaster or scapegoat, or is it to ensure that 

communities actually remain dis-organised and present no threat to government plans? The worst we-

know-best aspects of the old welfare state, but with far less of the benefits? 

 

They will organise compliance not resistance. They will do this by diverting any enthusiasm into "good 

works"; eg. conservation, helping the infirm. Their message will be "we can help you, you cannot help 

yourselves", and they will probably be given funding. (This is reminiscent of Victorian charity where 

those with time to spare had control of funds and decided who was or was not "the deserving poor". Is 

it any surprise that the Salvation Army is acting as paid intermediary of workfare schemes?) 

 

MOVING FORWARD 

 

What challenges do you see in the near future? 

 

Ellie Schling: The future feels threatening because of the changes they want to make to homelessness 

legislation where we won‟t get council housing anymore, even if you have children, even if you have a 

disability, you will get private housing. What does that mean for us in London? Does that mean getting 

sent out of London to where private tenancies can be found within the housing benefit cap? Probably. 

So I think the importance of having groups where people are organising around their own situations is 

going to grow because these situations are going to become more common. In circumstances like that I 

can‟t see what people are going to be able to do apart from fight, because for instance, for a family that 

doesn‟t speak English that is rooted in their community, to be sent away and outside of London is 

something worth fighting.  

 

Pragna Patel: Apart from fighting for our own survival we are very much involved in fighting legal aid 

cuts because they have such a devastating impact on the women that we are seeing. We are trying to 

work with women and trying to work with like-minded groups and challenge particularly the legal aid 

cuts that are coming in, which will leave people very vulnerable and without access to justice 

altogether.  

 

Does everyone feel the same, is the future threatening? 

 

Harry McGill: We are finding that recently rather than having a difficulty handing leaflets out, we 

might have a group of people stopping to listen to what is possibly going to be coming up ahead and 

how people are going to be treated in the future. Unemployed people are getting interested in standing 

up for themselves, as we can see from the last TUC march that we had on the 26
th

 of March so I firmly 

believe that we are going to have a large impact in the future. We are going to do our best to increase 

our activities and see what we can do about that. 

 

Ellie Schling: From my perspective of being involved in LCAP; we had reasons to organise about 



poverty before the cuts. The cuts have brought a lot more people to think about the things we have been 

thinking about for a while. 

 

Jane Laporte: I feel like some things are starting to settle since the 26
th

 of March. There is a realization 

that we do have to be focusing, not just on the cuts but on what we were wanting before the cuts were 

announced. I‟ve been to so many meetings where people talk about, we need to think of a strategy, but 

its very hard to when there are so many different kinds of cuts coming in, and they are coming in at 

different times and at different levels of implementation, whether its local or national so its actually a 

huge thing to be trying to tackle. We need to try and work it out, but it‟s very hard to find a strategy for 

all those different things. I get a sense, at least in the London groups, that we want to try and move 

towards looking at what do we want not what we are trying to stop 

 

Lani Parker: I think one of the really good things about Islington Disabled People Against Cuts is that 

it is supported by a local disabled peoples‟ organisation. I think that a lot of disabled people‟s 

organisations have become de-radicalised even though there are people who are radical within them. So 

having that based there, using their offices and that kind of thing has made it embedded in Islington's 

disabled peoples community and re-radicalised that particular branch. 

 

How do we avoid co-option into the Big Society? 

 

Jim Cranshaw: There were these local area committees [part of local democratic structures] which they 

have since abolished in Oxford, allegedly to improve democracy! One year‟s worth of money was 

offered for a community group to run the library on a voluntary basis. Every single person in one local 

area committee meeting refused to take the money. Save Our Services put out messages saying lets 

show solidarity and not fight with each other to take this money. That has contributed to the Big 

Society idea being ridiculed in Oxford in the press. That is going to be more effective at maintaining 

funding in the future and keeping public services: take the hit now, show solidarity and then try to 

preserve public services for the future.  

 

Helen Lowe:  I think we are going to see more independent groups now because funding has been cut 

so much. They are giving out the contracts to such conservative organisations. I think we are going to 

see much more unpaid activism which will change things quite a lot. For those of us who remember 

way back when, before activism got co-opted into state services and woman‟s committees and 

feminism became absorbed into the system, or a form of it did, you had self-help activity going on 

everywhere. It died out I felt when the Greater London Council gave lots of money to woman‟s 

organisations. A lot of woman‟s activism just seemed to disappear really, almost completely. I think we 

will see more ordinary people getting involved and saying this is the way we want to do it. Which has 

its good side. Obviously if we are losing money all over the place for services it‟s not good but there is 

something positive in there that we can hold on to. 

 

Pragna Patel: I think that there is more space now than there was before for groups and campaigns. 

Just from this table there seems to be a revival of direct action and campaigns which is fantastic. 

Maybe this is the challenge for us now: to bring all the direct action stuff together. 

 

How can we do that? 

 

Linda Burnip: I think we organise in different ways from some of the national coalitions who can be 

very top down. They all say things that sound like they are what we want but I think they tend to work 

from the top down and we work from the bottom up. I think one of the most useful things has been 



networking with other groups in the Defend Welfare network because that‟s given us a national 

structure that we can build the national days of action around. 

 

David Milner: In setting up any sort of coalition I think it's essential to discuss and agree how to work 

together, and leave factional issues outside. In joint working we should beware of groups who use a 

campaign primarily to gain publicity for themselves, or as a forum for recruiting members to their own 

group. 

 

Lani Parker: I think there is potentially a lot of opportunity to build useful relationships with people 

because there are so many local groups everywhere. Alliances enable us to share and see who has some 

knowledge or resource that we don‟t have. I could just have a ten minute conversation with somebody 

and it could really make the campaign or the issue different. I think there is an opportunity for that 

because there is so much out there. 

 

Jane Laporte: One particular relationship that I think is important to build, and that is starting to 

happen in Haringey is between workers and residents. When the Housing Action Group first started out 

we didn‟t want to be in opposition to the workers in the Housing Office but inevitably there ends up 

being a tension. We wanted to try and say “We are not against you, we know there are policies that you 

have to enforce and you have targets”, but it was very difficult to engage them in any kind of positive 

conversation about the framework of housing cuts. Through the anti-cuts campaigns we have had 

greater contact with Unison housing staff on demonstrations and we have been leafleting the housing 

office from 8.30am to 9am with leaflets for workers and then doing the next hour with normal housing 

leaflets for people using the housing office. In Haringey there are four customer services offices and 

two of them are being cut and that‟s the place where you go to ask for your housing benefit to be sorted 

out or whatever. That‟s going to have a huge impact on workers and people who have to queue up and 

wait for their case to be sorted out. There will be a huge backlog. I do think it would make the 

campaign much stronger if those two sides could come together and formulate something.  

 

Jim Cranshaw: I think we need to think about what spaces we have for forming these links between 

groups. Our group put on a conference call, two or three of them, for Save Our Services groups or 

alliances around the country who could then come to the call and discuss tactics. Maybe over time 

people will plan coordinated actions but this will happen from the bottom up with no one actually 

controlling the process. Conference calls could be something that would be really useful to do; you 

don‟t have to go somewhere, you don‟t have to take half a day. That could be a way to talk to each 

other and start to move forward.  

 

 


